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Title word cross-reference

\&c [141].

15th [106]. 1828 [106]. **1834** [2, 1]. **1835** [6, 10, 4, 3, 8, 5, 7, 9]. **1836** [14, 18, 12, 16, 13, 15, 17, 11]. **1837** [19, 22, 23, 27, 20, 25, 21, 24, 26, 83]. **1838** [28, 83, 110]. **1839** [147, 149, 136].

2nd [83].

31st [110].

60 [106].
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Year [133, 150, 109, 111, 153]. Years [104, 35, 126, 110]. York [90, 120].

Zealand [87].
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